OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER P.W.D. RAJASTHAN JAIPUR

NO: F. 45 | PGM-III | Circulars | 05 | D-118 DATED: 13/07/2018

Additional Chief Engineer,
PWD, Zone__________ (All)
Superintending Engineer,
PWD, Circle__________ (All)

Sub:- Implementation of road safety parameters in the road works.

Sir,

You would appreciate that the road safety is of prime importance in the construction of new roads as well as upkeep and maintenance of existing roads. The Department is spending a huge sum towards construction of new roads and improvement/maintenance/renovation of existing road network. Adequate provisions should be kept for road safety aspects in the detailed estimates sanctioned by competent authority so that an executed work finally covers all road safety aspects/parameters along with necessary signages, road marking etc.

Directions have already been issued by this office vide letter No.54 dated 28/05/2018 to provide adequate road signages on all roads but its compliance is still awaited.

Once again, it is enjoined upon all the field officers to ensure that sufficient and adequate provisions towards items related to road safety are built in the technically sanctioned estimates. If, however, due to oversight such items are missing in the BOQ of Running Works, it is advised that such essential items are either executed at site as excess/extra items or through separate tender after obtaining prior approval from the competent authority.

Yours faithfully,

(M.G. Maheshwari)
Chief Engineer (Roads)
PWD RAJASTHAN JAIPUR

Copy to the following for information:-

1. PS to ACS, Transport, Parivahan Bhawan, Jaipur.
2. PS to Pr.Secretary to Govt., PWD, Rajasthan, Jaipur.
3. PS to Secretary, PWD, Rajasthan, Jaipur.
5. Chief Engineer(NH), PWD, Rajasthan, Jaipur.
6. Executive Engineer, PWD, Division__________ (All)

Chief Engineer (Roads)
PWD RAJASTHAN JAIPUR